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ABSTRACT

The lack of position or velocity feedback is a very common
problem particularly on construction equipment such as excava-
tors and backhoes. The extra cost of adding position/velocity
sensors is prohibitive as well as the high likelihood of sensor
failure in such a harsh environment. These factors make the pos-
sibility of improving control performance with limited sensory
feedback very attractive. This paper studies the velocity con-
trol of a single-rod double actuating hydraulic cylinder utilizing
a programmable valve with only cylinder pressure feedback. The
boom motion control of a scaled-down model of an industrial
backhoe loader arm is used as a case study. The programmable
valve used in this study is a unique combination of five propor-
tional cartridge valves connected in such a way that the meter-
in and meter-out flows can be independently controlled by four
of the valves as well as a true cross port flow controlled by the
fifth valve. The programmable valve decouples the control of the
meter-in and meter-out flows providing tremendous control flex-
ibility to control the cylinder motion while decreasing the pump
energy required by utilizing the potential and kinetic energy of
the load. This paper demonstrates the potential energy savings
possible through the use of the programmable valve. The paper
also proves that significant improvements in the velocity track-
ing performance of hydraulic cylinders can be attained with only
pressure feedback.

�THE WORK IS SUPPORTED IN PART BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION UNDER THE CAREER GRANT CMS-9734345 AND IN
PART BY A GRANT FROM THE PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION.

1 Introduction
The use of hydraulic systems is widespread throughout in-

dustry due to the large power to size ratio. Hydraulic systems are
used very heavily in the construction and agricultural industries.
Hydraulics are well suited for these applications. Traditionally,
the hydraulics on most equipment are controlled by a lever me-
chanically connected to some sort of spool valve, resulting in
crude open loop control. In recent years, the trend is to replace
the mechanical valve with an electrically controlled valve. The
use of electrohydraulic valves means that sophisticated electronic
control can be applied to operate the system.

The control of a hydraulic system is far from trivial, due to
the highly nonlinear hydraulic dynamics (Merritt, 1967). In ad-
dition, parameters such as the bulk modulus change drastically
with changing oil temperature. In the case of construction and
agricultural machinery, the mechanical system driven by the hy-
draulic cylinder itself may be highly nonlinear. Typically, the
parameters of the mechanical linkages may vary drastically and
are usually unknown, such as an external payload. In addition,
significant uncertain nonlinearities such as external disturbances,
leakages and friction are unknown and cannot be modeled accu-
rately (Bu and Yao, 1999). These factors result in significant
difficulties in controlling a hydraulic system precisely.

The advent of electrohydraulic valves and the incorporation
of complex digital control has significantly improved the per-
formance of hydraulic system. However, with a typical four-
way directional control valve only one of the two cylinder states
(i.e., pressures of the two cambers) is completely controllable
and there is a one-dimensional internal dynamics. Although the
one-dimensional zero dynamics are shown to be stable (Bu and
Yao, 1999), it cannot be modified by any trajectory tracking con-
trol strategy. The result is that while high performance output
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trajectory tracking can be attained, simultaneous high levels of
energy savings cannot. The uncontrollable state is due to the fact
that the meter-in and meter-out orifices are mechanically linked
together in a typical directional control valve. This is a funda-
mental drawback of typical four-way directional control valves.
If this link were to be broken the flexibility of the valve control
could be drastically increased, making the way for significant
improvements in energy savings (Jansson and Palmberg, 1990).

The technique of breaking the mechanical linkage between
the meter-in and meter-out orifices is well known and has been
used in heavy industrial applications for several years. Typically,
the spool valve is replaced by four poppet type valves (Jansson
and Palmberg, 1990). There are a number of slight variations on
this theme throughout the mobile hydraulics industry. Patents by
Caterpillar Inc. (Aardema and Koehler, 1999), Deere & Com-
pany (Kramer and Fletcher, 1990), as well as Moog Inc. (Gar-
njost, 1989) attest to the potential of this technique .

The use of this ”Independent Metering Valve” (Aardema and
Koehler, 1999) or ”Smart Valve” (Book and Goering, 1999) pro-
vides the possibility of independent control of each meter-in and
meter-out ports. By doing so, the pressures of the two chambers
of the cylinder can be independently controlled, which provides
not only the ability to deliver the desired load force that is needed
for precise tracking control, but also the ability of keeping the
pressures of the two chambers lower than those in the counterpart
of using typical four-way directional control valves to save fluid
power energy usage. However, it should be realized that, to be
able to achieve significant energy savings, it is necessary to take
the advantage of regeneration flow. Regeneration flow (Aardema
and Koehler, 1999) is the fluid pumped from one chamber to the
other chamber using the energy of the external load. Regenera-
tion is a highly efficient process in which little pump energy is
needed. Ideally, regeneration should be used whenever possible
(e.g., the external force is in the same direction as the desired
motion) for attaining maximum energy savings. The four valve
metering unit enables the use of regeneration flow to certain de-
gree but not to the fullest extent possible (Aardema and Koehler,
1999) as a truly controlled cross port flow is not available.

The work done by Garnjost (Garnjost, 1989) introduced a
number of possible methods for taking advantage of available
regeneration flow. Garnjost puts forth a number of possible ways
to make use of regenerative flow using one and two valves with
a double-acting cylinder.

The novel valve configuration used in this study takes the ad-
vantage of four-valve poppet-type configuration (Aardema and
Koehler, 1999; Book and Goering, 1999) and makes the addi-
tion of an additional valve to enable a true cross port flow that
is fully controllable. With such a novel configuration, not only
meter-in/meter-out can be fully independently controlled for pre-
cise output trajectory tracking and for keeping pressures at suit-
able levels to achieve certain amount of energy saving, but also
the cross port regenerative flow can be precisely controlled to
keep total pump (or active) flow energy usage minimum for max-
imum energy savings.The programmable valve configuration
used is given in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Programmable Valve Layout

Figure 2. Experimental Setup

This study is a preliminary work in investigating the most
effective and efficient use of the proposed novel programmable
valve (Fig.1) in achieving the dual objectives of high perfor-
mance motion tracking and energy savings. The programmable
valve is implemented on a robot arm modelled after a typical in-
dustrial backhoe shown in Fig. 2.

The individual control of the five cartridge valves must be
coordinated in such a way that not only the task level perfor-
mance requirements (i.e., cylinder position or velocity tracking)
can be satisfied, but also secondary goal such as energy saving
can be delivered. Depending on the tasks to be performed, dif-
ferent coordination strategies may have to be used.This paper
focuses on a limited sensory feedback situation when the cylinder
position or velocity feedback information is not available.The
lack of position or velocity feedback is a very common problem
particularly on construction equipment such as excavators and
backhoes. The extra cost of sensors is prohibitive as well as the
high likelihood of sensor failure in such a harsh environment.
These factors make the possibility of improved control with lim-
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ited sensory feedback very attractive. This paper proposes a con-
troller design that can improve performance with limited sensory
feedback.

The controller design methodology is to split the controller
into two parts, a cylinder level controller and a valve level con-
troller. The cylinder level determines which valves are to be used
to control the cylinder and the valve level controller specifies how
those valves are used.

The high level, or cylinder level, controller determines
which valves should be utilized in a given situation. The cylinder
level controller analyzes the pertinent cylinder information and
specifies the most effective and efficient use of the programmable
valve. The determination is based on desired cylinder velocity,
cylinder pressures and cylinder loading. The valve usage infor-
mation is passed along to low-level controller.

The low-level, or valve level, controller attempts to track the
desired cylinder velocity. The controller makes us of a pressure
compensated inverse valve mapping because steady-state accu-
racy can only be achieved by taking into account the nonlinear
valve mappings and the pressure drops across the valves. This
mapping assumes that an accurate valve mapping for each valve
exists and head-end and rod-end cylinder pressures are available
with little or no time delay. Using the known desired flow and the
pressure drop across a valve, the needed command voltage can
be backed out of the valve mapping by inverting the valve map-
ping. This technique is able to essentially cancel the non-linear
valve mapping and results in a relatively linear system with good
steady-state velocity tracking but poor transient performance.

The obvious solution to improving the transient performance
of the cylinder is to introduce a controller using output feedback.
The problem with this approach is that cylinder position and ve-
locity feedback are rarely available on hydraulic equipment, par-
ticularly construction equipment due to the added cost as well as
the high potential of damage to the delicate sensors. The most
cost-effective approach is to take advantage of the fact that cylin-
der pressure sensors are available and attempt to improve the
transient performance with the use of pressure feedback only.
Pressure sensors are required with the use of the programmable
valve in order to provide pressure drops across the valve to use
the pressure compensated inverse valve mappings and are conse-
quently available for pressure feedback.This paper presents the
control design model as well as the controller design and testing
of a pressure feedback controller for use with the programmable
valve on the boom circuit, which is the first work published in
the literature showing that the transient performance of cylinder
velocity tracking can be improved using the pressure feedback
only.

2 Problem Formulation and Dynamic Model
The system under consideration is shown in Fig. 3, which

represents a three degree-of-freedomelectro hydraulic robot arm.
In this paper the boom motion only is considered and the pertur-
bations generated by the swing and stick motions are considered
disturbances to the boom motion control.
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Figure 3. Coordinate Systems, Joints and Physical Parameters

Neglecting leakage flows, the hydraulic dynamics of each
cylinder can be described by (Merritt, 1967; Bu and Yao, 1999).

V1

βe
Ṗ1 = �A1ẋL +Q1 (1)

V2

βe
Ṗ2 = A2ẋL�Q2 (2)

wherexL is the displacement of the cylinder,V1 =Vh1+A1xL is
the total volume of the head end of the cylinder including the
hose volume from the valve to the cylinder,Vh1 is the volume
whenxL = 0,V2 =Vh2�A2xL is the total volume of the rod end
of the cylinder including the hose volume from the valve to the
cylinder,Vh2 is the volume whenxL = 0, βe is the effective bulk
modulus,P1 andP2 are the pressures of the head-end and rod-
end of the cylinder respectively,A1 andA2 are the cylinder areas
respectively, andQ1 andQ2 are defined as the flows in and out
of the head-end and rod-end of the cylinder respectively.

With the programmable valve shown in Fig. 1, the flowsQ1

andQ2 are given by

Q1 = Qv2�Qv1�Qv3

Q2 = �Qv3�Qv4+Qv5 (3)

where the orifice flowsQvi can be described by

Qv1 = fv1(∆Pv1;xv1); ∆Pv1 = P1�Pt

Qv2 = fv2(∆Pv2;xv2); ∆Pv2 = Ps�P1

Qv3 = fv3(∆Pv3;xv3); ∆Pv3 = P1�P2

Qv4 = fv4(∆Pv4;xv4); ∆Pv4 = Ps�P2

Qv5 = fv5(∆Pv5;xv5); ∆Pv5 = P2�Pt

(4)

in which fvi is the nonlinear orifice flow mapping as a function
of the pressure drop,∆Pvi, and the orifice opening,xvi, of the
ith cartridge valve. Based on the manufacturer’s specifications,
the valve dynamics can be approximated reasonably well by a
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second order transfer function in frequency domain; in frequency
domain,xvi is related to the command voltagevi by

xvi(s)
vi(s)

=
Nv(s)
Dv(s)

=
ω2

v

s2+2ζvωvs+ω2
v

(5)

where the natural frequency and the damping ratio areωv =
353:6rad=secandζv = 1:03 respectively.

The objective of the controller design is to improve the ve-
locity tracking performance of the boom circuit with only pres-
sure feedback while utilizing the programmable valve shown in
Fig.1. A secondary objective is to improve the energy savings of
the operation through judicious use of the programmable valve.

3 Pressure Feedback Control Development Model
The controller design is initiated with the development of

a first principles model of a cylinder. The actual dynamics of
the hydraulic robot arm is described by a set of strongly cou-
pled multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) nonlinear differen-
tial equations (Bu and Yao, 2000). Without the position mea-
surements as assumed here, it is impossible to deal with such a
strongly coupled MIMO system as it is. Judicious simplifica-
tions are needed for the problem to be manageable while cap-
turing the essential dynamics of the system. For this purpose,
the actual coupled MIMO robot arm dynamics will be replaced
by a set of equivalent inertia load and external forces to individ-
ual cylinders as detailed in the following. Such a simplification
results in a set of uncoupled linear models for each circuit on
which the control design can take place. The equivalent mass
captures the essential dynamics of the system while simplifying
the model considerably. The external force is used to mimic the
effect of gravitational forces on the arm. Both the external mass
and external forces change considerably with the changing po-
sition of the robot arm. These variations are considered as pa-
rameter variations and the controller must be designed to handle
these changes, which makes the control design rather difficult.
The details are given below.

The equivalent cylinder masses and load forces used in
the controls development model can be found by transform-
ing the hydraulic arm dynamic equation in the joint spaceq =
[q1;q2;q3]

T (Bu and Yao, 2001)

D(q(t))q̈(t)+h(q(t); q̇(t))+c(q(t))+Bq̇(t) = τ(t) (6)

into the cylinder spacex= [x1;x2;x3]
T using the kinematic rela-

tionships of the hydraulic arm given by

x = x(q) : : :or : : :q= q(x)

ẋ = Jq̇: : :or : : : q̇= J�1ẋ

ẍ = Jq̈+ J̇q̇: : :or : : : q̈= J�1�ẍ� J̇q̇
�

(7)

whereJ is the Jacobian matrix given by.

J =

2
64

∂x1
∂q1

∂x1
∂q2

∂x1
∂q3

∂x2
∂q1

∂x2
∂q2

∂x2
∂q3

∂x3
∂q1

∂x3
∂q2

∂x3
∂q3

3
75 (8)

The equivalent dynamic equation in the cylinder space can be
written as

J�TDJ�1| {z }
M(x)

ẍ+J�T �h�DJ�1J̇q̇
�
+J�Tc| {z }

G(x)

= J�Tτ|{z}
Fcyl

(9)

whereM(x) andG(x) represent the equivalent inertia matrix and
the gravitational forces in the cylinder space. Neglecting the cou-
pling among cylinders (i.e., neglecting the off-diagonal elements
of the inertial matrixM(x)), the equivalent masses seen by the
cylinders are the diagonal elements of the transformed inertial
matrix,M(x), given by.

M(x) = J�TDJ�1 (10)

The equivalent external forces for each cylinder are the entries of
equation (11) respectively.

G(x) = J�Tc (11)

With the programmable valve shown in Fig.1, one chamber
of the cylinder can be maintained nearly wide open to result in
a negligible low chamber pressure for energy saving. The only
significant dynamics in the cylinder are caused by the working
side of the cylinder and only this chamber’s hydraulic dynamics
need to be included in the design model. Thus, with this type
of valve control strategy, and the use of the equivalent massm
and the external forceFload for each cylinder, the design model
of each cylinder has the following form.

mV̇ = Fcyl�bV�Fload

Fcyl = AP
Vol

βe
Ṗ = Q�VA (12)

whereA, P, Vol, andQ represent the cylinder area, pressure, con-
trol volume, and the supplied flow rate of the working side of the
cylinder chamber respectively.

From (12), the output velocity and the chamber pressure
are related to the control flow inputQ(s) and the external force
Fload(s) in the s-domain by the following two equations

V(s) =
Np(s)
Dp(s)

Q(s)�
1
ms

Dp(s)
Fload(s)

P(s) =
ms+b

A
V(s)+

1
A

Fload(s) (13)
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where the numerator and denominator polynomials of the plant

transfer function areNp(s)=
βeA
Volm

andDp(s)= s2+( b
m)s+(βeA2

Volm
)

respectively.
In (13), the equivalent inertial massmand the external force

Fload are obtained through the dynamic robot manipulator model
of the linkages and the coordinate transformation matrices given
by (10) and (11) respectively. The use of the robot manipula-
tor model and coordinate transformations provide the equivalent
mass of the linkages over the entire possible workspace. The
variation of the equivalent masses can be plotted and gives valu-
able information on how the equivalent mass varies over the op-
erating range and permits a number of points in the workspace to
be chosen as representative of the entire working region. The val-
ues at each of these points can be used to be relatively certain that
the model will be valid over the entire workspace. Simulating
the model at each of these points provides reasonably complete
information of how the controller performs over the entire work-
ing region. Figs. 4 and 5 show the variation of the equivalent
mass of the boom circuit over the entire workspace for no-load
and loaded situation. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the equiva-
lent gravity (orFload) of the boom circuit over the workspace for
loaded situation. As seen from these figures, both the equivalent
mass and force vary greatly over the workspace, which makes
the design of a reliable feedback controller rather difficult.
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The above cylinder and inertial mass models are combined
with the valve dynamics to produce a linear model with suffi-
cient detail to begin the development of the pressure feedback
controller. The control development model makes a number of
assumptions. It is assumed that the inverse valve mapping used
in the controller is exact and the nonlinearity of the valves is can-
celled leaving only the second order response of the valves in
the model, which is normally a valid assumption as the valve dy-
namic response is relatively faster when compared to the change
of system nonlinearities such as the nonlinear flow mapping. Er-
rors in the valve mapping will affect the steady-state and transient
performance to some extent, but this is overlooked for the time
being. The model also makes the assumption that the operating
conditions of the experimental setup change slowly enough that
the non-linearity of the linkages do not cause significant prob-
lems. This assumption permits the use of a number of linear
models in the control design to be used over the entire workspace
of the experimental setup.

4 Controller Design
The controller is a multi-level controller with a cylinder level

as well as a valve level controller. The cylinder level determines
which cylinder function is used and the valve level controller
generates the needed control input based on the cylinder level
information. The current controller design focuses only on the
standard cylinder functions. The functions are denoted by the
direction of cylinder motion, extend or retract, and the direc-
tion of the force acting on the cylinder relative to the motion
of the cylinder. The force acting on the cylinder,Fload, can be
resistive or overrunning. For example, an extend-resistive cylin-
der function is where the cylinder is extending and the force,
Fload, is acting to resist the motion of the cylinder. The stan-
dard functions are extend-resistive, extend-overrunning, retract-
resistive and retract-overrunning. Designs for extend-resistive
and retract-overrunning are essentially the same, as both cases
involve the forward chamber as the working chamber with the
return chamber widely open for energy saving. Similarly, the de-
signs for extend-overrunning and retract-resistive are the same
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Table 1. Function Selection

Function Selection

Cylinder Velocity Fload Cylinder Function

0.0 – Neutral

> 0:005 m/s � 0:0 Extend-Resistive

> 0:005 m/s < 0:0 Extend-Overrunning

< 0:005 m/s < 0:0 Retract-Resistive

< 0:005 m/s � 0:0 Retract-Overrunning

as both cases involve the return chamber as the working chamber
with the forward chamber widely open for energy saving. The
physical characteristics of the experimental setup are such that in
the boom circuit extend-overrunning and retract-resistive rarely
occur and cannot be tested with the current setup.

4.1 Cylinder Level Controller
The cylinder level controller performs two main functions.

The first is to generate a physically realizable velocity reference
command based on the desired velocity command. This also
functions as a feedforward filter to reduce the cylinder excita-
tions caused by the input command which in turn reduces veloc-
ity transients. This is done in the feedforward path through the
use of a trajectory modification algorithm.

The trajectory modification algorithm used in the feedfor-
ward path provides much more flexibility than a simple filter.
The trajectory modification allows differing step rise-times and
stop-times under different circumstances. The allowable acceler-
ation for a positive handle command is set so that the response is
quick and firm yet smooth. The trajectory modification algorithm
is taken from (Yao et al., 1998).

The second function of the cylinder level controller is to de-
termine the most effective use of the programmable valve. The
cylinder level controller uses the modified velocity command and
the cylinder load to determine which cylinder function is most
appropriate. Table 1 shows the cylinder function information
and criteria for using each function. The cylinder level passes
the cylinder function down to the valve control level.

4.2 Valve Level Controller
The valve level controller receives the cylinder function in-

formation from the cylinder level controller and must generate
control voltages for the valves to be used. In the simplest form,
an ”open” loop control with pressure compensated inverse valve
mapping is used. The modified velocity from the cylinder level
is used to calculated the valve flows needed. The desired valve
flows are passed to the pressure compensated inverse valve map-
pings along with the pressure drops. The inverse mapping inter-
polates the flow and pressure information to provide the needed
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Figure 7. Controls Development Model

control voltage. This process is repeated for each of the 5 valves
that make up the programmable valve.

The pressure compensated inverse valve mappings used in
the controller are obtained from inverting the valve mappings
found in the process of system identification. The valve map-
pings were inverted and gaps were filled to ensure that the
needed voltage command could be determined throughout the
input ranges. The use of a pressure compensated inverse valve
mapping in the controller ensures that, with an accurate valve
map and pressure information, the desired steady-state velocity
will be realized. One drawback to this approach is that a certain
amount of orifice damping is lost. The result is to exacerbate
the existing need to increase the damping of the circuits in or-
der to improve the transient performance of the circuits. The
circuit damping can be increased by introducing pressure feed-
back. Pressure feedback is able to increase damping based on
the fact that the cylinder pressure is related to the derivative of
the cylinder velocity as seen from the first term in (13). Feeding
back the derivative of the cylinder velocity increases the damp-
ing of the system, thus improving the transient performance. The
only problem with this strategy is that the pressure information
also contains the effect of external forces, as seen by the second
term in (13). Due to the large extent of external forces as shown
in Fig.6, in order to use the pressure feedback to improve tran-
sient response, the effect of external forces has to be explicitly
taken into account. In the following, a high-pass pressure filter is
wisely introduced to deal with this problem.

Assuming that the nonlinear valve flow mapping has been
deal with by the pressure compensated inverse valve mapping,
the complete control development model can then be shown in
Fig. 7, in which the valve dynamics is given by (5) and the trans-
fer functions for the cylinder and the pressure feedback can be
obtained from (13) and are given in equations (14) through (17)
for clarity.

V(s)
Q(s)

=
Np(s)

Dp(s)
(14)
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V(s)
Fload(s)

= �
1
ms

Dp(s)
(15)

P(s)
V(s)

=
ms+b

A
(16)

P(s)
Fload

=
1
A

(17)

The feedback compensator or the controller block in Fig.7
consists primarily of a proportional gain to increase the damping.
Due to the fact that the pressure always contains a relatively static
pressure offset caused by the external force,Fload, a high-pass
pressure filter is used to filter out this static offset while passing
through the important higher-frequency information needed to
reduce the transients. The form of the compensator is shown in
equation (18).

Compensator= K
τcs

τcs+1
= K

s
s+ωc

(18)

whereωc =
1
τc

is the break frequency of the filter.
With the pressure feedback compensator (18), in frequency

domain, the closed-loop velocity is given by

V(s) = NpNv(s+ωc)
DCL(s)

R(s)�

h
NpNvK

A + 1
mDp(s)Dv(s)(s+ωc)

i
s

DCL(s)
Fload(s)

(19)
whereR(s) is the reference input after the trajectory generation
block, andDCL(s) represents the closed-loop characteristic poly-
nomial given by

DCL(s) = Dp(s)Dv(s)(s+ωc)+K�
NpNvm

A
(s+

b
m
)s (20)

As seen from (19), the closed-loop transfer function from
Fload(s) to V(s) still contains a differentiator in the numerator.
As such, a constant external forceFload will not affect the steady-
state cylinder velocity, which indicates that the proposed pressure
compensator will be able to get rid of the effect of large constant
pressure offset caused by large static external loads.

The pressure feedback gainK in (18) can be tuned using
root locus and step responses from the controls development
model under the various operating conditions mentioned pre-
viously. When the root locus technique is used, as seen from
(20) and shown in Fig.8, the open-loop poles consist of one pole
at�ωc, due to the pressure feedback compensator, two lightly
damped poles due to the cylinder (or plant) dynamicsDp(s),
and two real poles due to the valve dynamicsDv(s). The two
open-loop zeros shown in Fig.8 are due to the pressure feedback
compensator (the zero at origin) and the relationship between the
pressure and the velocity (the zero at� b

m, which is very close to
origin) respectively. With such an open-loop poles/zeros config-
uration, the resulting closed-loop poles vs the compensator gain
K has the sample root locus plot shown in Fig.8 for the function
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Figure 8. Boom Extend-Resistive Root Locus
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Figure 9. Close Up: Boom Extend-Resistive Root Locus

2, extend-resistive operation. A close up of the relevant region
near the origin is shown in Fig.9 for details. As seen from these
plots, the proposed compensator is able to add significant damp-
ing to the two closed loop poles corresponding to the two lightly
damped open-loop cylinder poles for an improved transient. It
is also noted that there is a closed-loop pole near the open-loop
pole at�ωc, which is relatively close to the origin when com-
pared to other closed-loop poles. Such a closed-loop pole tends
to slow down the system response and may become the dominant
closed-loop pole. However, due to the fact that the open-loop
compensator pole at�ωc becomes the closed-loop zero as well,
there exists a partial pole/zero cancellation effect, which makes
such a slow closed-loop pole non-dominant and the transient per-
formance of the system may not be affected much by such a slow
closed-loop pole.
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5 Experimental Results

Overall, the two levels of the controller consist of the tra-
jectory modification, the cylinder function determination, the
pressure feedback compensator, and the pressure compensated
inverse valve mapping in determining the valve command for
any needed flow rate. Such a completed controller is tested on
the scaled down version of an industrial backhoe shown in Fig.
2. The details of the hydraulic arm experimental set-up can be
found in (Bu and Yao, 1999). The only difference is that the pro-
posed programmable valve in Fig.1 is used to control the boom
circuit instead of a conventional four-way proportional valve. Al-
though the actual system is equipped with high precision posi-
tion measurement devices, position and velocity information are
not used in the experiments; these information are only used for
plotting and verifying the control performance of the proposed
pressure feedback controller in the following.

The controller is tested in a number of situations and step
sizes. The input trajectory is a square wave starting with an ex-
tension period, a stop, and then a retract period and stop ending
in approximately the same position as the initial position. This
is done for steps of 30%, 70% and 100% of the maximum cylin-
der velocity. The entire series was repeated for the loaded and
unloaded cases. The ”open” loop controller without using the
pressure feedback compensator (18) was also tested for the sake
of comparison. It should be noted that such an ”open” loop con-
troller still consists of the trajectory generation algorithm and the
pressure compensated inverse valve mapping.

The experimental results of the proposed controller (labelled
by PF in the plots) and the ”open” loop controller (labelled by OL
in the plots) for the boom with a 100% step are shown in Figs.10
for no load situation and 11 for the the loaded situation. As seen
from the velocity plots of these figures, when compared to the
”open” loop controller, in both the loaded and unloaded cases,
the proposed pressure feedback compensator is indeed able to
add significant damping to the system to damp out the oscillatory
velocity transient responses, while without having any steady-
state velocity tracking error. Furthermore, it is seen from the
pressure plots of these figures that pressure of the off-side cham-
ber (i.e., the return chamber labelled byP2) is low all the time.
Thus, a significant energy saving is achieved, especially for the
retract portion of this test case operation as no active pump en-
ergy is needed; for the retract portion, both the forward and return
chambers are shut off from the pump with the valve orifice from
the forward chamber to the tank controlled by the proposed al-
gorithm and the valve orifice from the return chamber to the tank
widely open for a low chamber pressure. If a conventional four-
way valve is used, for the retract operation, the return chamber
will have to be connected to the pump, which needs quite large
amount of pump flow for the commanded velocity and results in
significant energy losses. All these demonstrate that the proposed
controller achieves the design objectives set fourth.

Other experimental results are given in (Deboer, 2001), from
which the same conclusion can be drawn.
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Figure 10. Boom Exp: No Load 100% Step Open Loop and Pres Fbk
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Figure 11. Boom Exp: Loaded 100% Step Open Loop and Pres Fbk

6 Conclusions
The experimental results reveal that the proposed pressure

feedback controller as a whole is very effective at improving the
velocity tracking performance of the boom cylinder. The ex-
perimental results with an ”open” loop controller consisting of
the trajectory modification and the pressure compensated inverse
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mapping show that the trajectory modification algorithm is also
quite effective at improving the transient performance. The tra-
jectory modification is responsible for much of the improvement
in situations where the natural dynamics of the system are fast
and beyond the frequency range that the valve can handle and
the pressure feedback is effective primarily with the loaded situ-
ations where the natural dynamics of the system are lowered to
the frequency range that the valve can deal with.

The experimental results also show that, with the use of the
programmable valve, not only the velocity tracking performance
of lightly damped hydraulic systems can be improved signifi-
cantly with only pressure feedback, but also significant energy
saving can be achieved. The use of the programmable valve pro-
vides the means necessary to gain full control of the cylinder
dynamics and improve the performance and the energy saving as
desired. Further research is needed to make full use of the energy
saving potential of the proposed programmable valves.
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